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抄録

'Hands-on' exhibits in science museums usually include interactive and participatory exhibits. In this article, we proposed a case study to explore how to bring the visitors' participatory experience to fun. A questionnaire study for 100 visitors was conducted in the venue of exhibition entitled 'Animal Whispers-Decoding Their Communication' in National Museum of Natural Science (TAIWAN) in May 2010. Regression analysis indicated that the bodily-kinesthetic scale (i.e., interacting attribute) positively correlated to the fun attribute and the creative attribute. The novel attribute is negatively correlated to the fun attributes. In general, the female significantly preferred the fun attribute and the creative attribute than the male. The novel attribute might enhance a sensory curiosity for family group and a cognitive curiosity for non-family group. When an exhibit need the larger muscle movement or an extrasensory participation can bring visitors more fun in 'hands-on'.
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